ABSTRACT

Gold trading and transactions nowadays involved more people and various background. However, according to Islamic business contract, gold is categorized under a special law of transaction items and it must follows a specific law of Islamic business transaction. This article focuses on how wadiah concepts can be applied in the contemporary gold trading and their benefit. The legality of the wadiah concepts is utmost important to be verified before its implementation. The aims of this article is to substantiate the concepts of wadiah in contemporary gold trading based on the main sources of Islamic law transactions. The finding shows that the wadiah concept is permissible in Islam. Furthermore, the wadiah also play important role in contemporary gold trading. Hence, wadiah contract can helps to resolve the gold trading issues where the physical assets of gold are distance from the buyer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wadiah in Islam refer to a concept of keeping and saving or hold something for a certain period of time. The term wadiah is derived from the verb wada’a, which means to leave, lodge or deposit (Al-Farabi, 1987). Legally, the Islamic scholars define wadiah as an empowerment to someone for keeping the owner’s property explicitly and implicitly, presentation in keeping possession of respectable private goods in specific way or representation in keeping (other’s property) and it is done (by the keeper) as charity (ISRA, 2012; Issa Qaed Mansour Qaed, 2014).

Legality in Islamic law of contract is very important. Sources of legality normally will refer to main sources of Islam law and second sources of Islamic law. Main sources of Islamic law is Quran and Sunnah, then follow by second sources like qiyas, istithsan, masalih mursalah and more. Legality for wadiah refer to al-Quran Surah al-Nisa’ verse 48:” Indeed, Allah commands you to render trust to whom they are due and when you judge between people, to judge with justice”. Another evidence also from al-Quran Surah al-Baqarah verse 283 means:” If you trust one another, then let him who is trusted fulfil his trust, and let him be conscious of God, his sustaine”. This evidence from Quran story on how trust concept deeply very important in Islam way of life. Man must fullfill his trust and man must render trust when judge between two people.
Pillars is very important in Islamic law of business contract. All party in the contract require to fulfill the pillars to make sure the contract become binding and acceptable. Pillars for wadiah (deposit)( Issa Qaed Mansour Qaed, 2014):

a. Contracting parties: the depositor and the custodian must be person of sound mind.

b. The depositor is able to the take the property whenever he wants.

c. Offer (ijab) and acceptance (qabul): the majority of jurists are the view there is must be a valid offer and acceptance made in wadiah contract.

d. Deposited property: it must be owned and deliverable. The item must be also form of property that can be physically possessed (ISRA, 2013).

Example how to fulfill the pillars in wadiah, like Ahmad save his money at Islamic bank use wadiah deposit account. Ahmad be a depositor, while Islamic bank is custodian. Ahmad able to withdraw his money from custodian whenever he want. They also must be offer and acceptance between Ahmad and Islamic bank to create wadiah agreement (wadiah ontract). Another example is, Mikhail ask Raimi to keep his car for a week. This is due to Mikhail need to go outstation. Mikhail become depositor, Raimi become custodian, offer and acceptance happen between Raimi nad Mikhail. Agreement between Mikhail and Raimi about to keep the car for a week. The custodian under wadiah contract permissible to charge some amount for their service based on agreement between them.

2. PROPOSED RESEACH

CONTEMPORARY GOLD TRADING

Gold have unique functions, portable, divisible, indestructible, scarce and cannot creatively be produced (A.M. Hafizi, Noreha Halid, Norzalita Abdul Aziz and Hawati Janor, 2016). Gold known as an ideal value keeper of which it can be kept for future use and will not be obsolete like fiat money (Syed Alwi, S.F., Suhaimi, M. & Mohamed Kamil, M. M., 2013). Gold bullion show support for the safe haven property (Tim Pullen at all, 2014). Gold also will be good saving mekanisme in downturn or economic crysis situation. In 1997/98, East Asian country face financial economic crisis (Dexiu Zhang, 1998; Fengqi Cao, 1999). Gold also acceptable worldwide and easily recognize as a payment form. Demand of gold comes from many segments namely from its consumers in the form of jewellery, from industry as gold is an excellent conductor of electricity (World Gold Council, 2011).

Muamalat Islam (Islamic law of contract) known gold as jewellery (for women), something that with high valued and become money in certain period of Islamic history. Not like the other items or product, gold categorize one of six ribawi item. Ribawi item means that items with special rule of transaction. Items that not included under ribawi item, we can transact it through cash, by loan and leasing. But rule transaction for ribawi item based on muamalat Islam must be in cash and on the spot (Islamic Finance News, 2016) delivery. That’s means gold transaction are not acceptable if payment not in cash and delayed delivery. If gold trade with gold must be equal like 100gram gold with 100gram gold (Security Commission, 2014). According to Habib Ahmed, Riba (interest) of delay or credit Riba prohibits sale of commodities in the future even if the counter-values are equal (Islamic Finance News, 2016).

The rule of Six ribawi items transactions based on Hadith by Muslim is: "Gold is to be paid for by gold, silver by silver, wheat by wheat, barley by barley, dates by dates, and salt by salt - like for like, equal for equal, payment being made on the spot. If the species differ, sell as you wish provided that payment
is made on the spot”. Hadith: Muslim no 1587 (web Islamicfiance, 2016). Based on the hadith, any transaction use this six ribawi items must be in cash and on the spot delivery. If muslim buy a gold, silver, wheat, barley, dates and salt, must be in cash and on the spot delivery to make sure approved contract. If we void on cash part or on the spot delivery part, the contract are not approved or not acceptable based on Islamic law of contract. Islamic finance thinker believe that interest-based financing leads to a false economy, creating instability, inflation, unemployment, and cyclical crashes (Islamic Finance News, 2016).

Nowadays, awareness people in gold or to buy gold in Malaysia are more and high than before. This is due to more campaign on saving gold, more product and good in demand power. Types of gold products in market is gold investment account that offer by Islamic bank (KHFMB, 2016) and conventional bank (Maybank, 2016), trading physical gold like offer by Bank Negara Malaysia (www.bnm.gov.my, 2016) and buy gold through online transaction.

Some product of gold in Malaysia nowadays offer transantion through online. That’s mean, we buy a gold, pay online (in cash) and waiting for certain period (not on the spot delivery). This online style of gold transaction is fulfill rule of Islamic law of contract due to delayed in delivery gold (ribawi items). So how to solve this problem?

One of the idea can be extend for discussion, using wadiah contract will void party from issue of delayed in delivery of gold. Delayed may happen due to the party involve in buy and sell gold stay far each other. Wadiah in gold transaction happen when one party ask another party to buy a gold or physical gold from him. Example in practice is Mahmud ask Zain to buy a gold at Singapore. This is due to Mahmud at Kuala Lumpur and Zain at Singapore. This transaction involved 25gram of gold. Mahmud transfer the amount of money to Zain like RM5000. Then Zain after foreign exchange process, will buy the gold for Mahmud. Zain will buy it from another party or jewelleries shop at Singapore. Mahmud promise to go and take the a gold from Zain after one week. So for the period of waiting one week, Zain will keep the gold with him. Under muamalat rule, wadiah can be use for process of keeping that gold. That’s mean Mahmud agree with Zain to use and follow wadiah contract for keeping that gold for a week.

Based on wadiah pillars, Mahmud will be the depositor and Zain will be the custodian. The deposit is 25 gram of gold (maybe coin, maybe jewellery). Offer and acceptance under wadiah contract will do by Mahmud and Zain. Offer and acceptance can do through writing agreement, verbal or any any communication that can understand by both party. Mahmud can go and take the gold when complete one week of before it due to under wadiah depositer can withdraw whenever he want. Zain also can charge Mahmud for keeping service based on agreed by both party in early agreement. Wadiah between Mahmud and Zain will finish when Mahmud withdraw all 25 gram of that gold. Using muamalat contract like wadiah at least will make muslim far from involved in uncertainty contract. This is due to Mikhail and gold seller clearly done their transaction based on Islamic law of contract.

The benefit of using wadiah contract in gold transaction is:

Benefit number one about the creation of cooperation or help each other in daily life or in daily business transaction. When two party form a contract or agreement, that mean both party intent to help each other. This relation can give us better life due to we always know and take care each other. And its become internationally when we talk about Malaysia and Singapore.
Benefit number two, Muslim and non-Muslim are permissible and encourage to use Islamic contract or Islamic law of trading like wadiah (saving/ safekeeping contract). This situation will make Muslim follow the main sources of law (Quran and Hadith). The best is, not just Muslim but the others also are encouraged to use this law or contract in our daily transactions.

Benefit number three like in our discussion, using wadiah contract will ease people to buy something that far and need time to deliver. So process of deliver waiting will cover by safekeeping contract implementation.

Benefit number four is using wadiah contract can create job and services. This is due to under wadiah safekeeping services, custodians may implement a charge for safekeeping. The charge must agree by both party in early agreement.

Benefit number five is to promote Islamic contract as an choice in economics transactions. Like wadiah contract already started more than a thousand year. And their practice time by time till now in banking sectors. Not just in banking, wadiah also acceptable for any transactions that can fit with their pillars.

Benefit number six for using wadiah contract is can create confident and trust between each others. In normal economics situations, people very confident with banking institutions for keeping their wealth. Using wadiah not just about confident in banking industry, people also will confident and have trust each other when the custodians successfully keep an take care other people wealth. This situation can create more harmony in our life because of trust and confident each party.

3. CONCLUSION

Islamic law of contract offers a lot of instrument to be practice in Islamic finance and banking industry and any trading and transaction related. Wadiah (safekeeping contract) can play an important role to make sure all the transaction compliance with syariah (Islamic law). As discussion in this article, wadiah practice can help people far from interest transaction when involved in ribawi items trading. As discussed in this article, wadiah practices can avoid any interest (riba) immersion in gold trading as a gold is a ribawi items which must follows a very strict condition. Besides that, using muamalat contract or Islamic law of contract like wadiah can benefit a lot in daily transactions. As in this article, five benefit was identified when using wadiah contract (safekeeping contract) in gold transactions.
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